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I rescue myself from the city 
and I go where the water goes. 

With what weight of tears borne 
in their chests 

have how many women come 
to refill your basin 

sea of vanquished women? 

 excerpt from «Tales from severed head», Rachida Madani

Evoking bygone worlds, the audio piece is composed of four texts narrated by missing witnesses 
- that is through sites and objects stolen or long disappeared.  Some voices emanate from the site
of Fort Lahore, others are the voices of ghosts and long gone observers. The small brass objects
recall niches and recesses from buildings around Lahore from which objects were removed over
time. One of the voices is that of the Koh-i-Noor, one of the largest diamonds in the world;  owned
by Mughal, Afghan and Sikh rulers until it was ceded to Queen Victoria following the annexation
of Punjab in 1849. Considered unfit to please British eyes, the diamond was drastically recut and
altered by a London jeweller.
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* T h e  F i n e  C u t

There, we cut it!

Narrator’s voice:

Their formation taking 3.5 billion years at a depth of about 200 metres, diamonds are one of the 
world’s oldest natural resources. When burning magma flows up to the earth’s surface during 
volcanic eruptions, it carries diamond-containing minerals with it. The lava then solidi-fies, form-
ing diamond ore. In essence, a diamond is pure carbon, just like natural coal. The key difference 
between coal and a diamond is the molecular structure: diamonds are crystal-line — each carbon 
atom is bound to four more atoms. This is what makes diamond the hardest mineral on our planet. 
Another important property of diamond is its luminescence – the stone glows under X-ray illumina-
tion or ultraviolet light. This glow can differ significantly: from soft blues to dark brown. This X-ray 
luminescence is made use of when extracting the gemstone from its rocky setting.

Monologue of the Koh-i-Noor:

- I only remember the tearing apart of all around me – the earth fell away beneath me, I felt
movement, speed, and then a sharp, loud humming and banging. And then the sensation of being
suspended in time, until they found me.
- What does it mean, being the most valuable object on earth? Wars have been waged because of
my value, and people accused me of putting curses on them. I can recall both the stunning opu-
lence of the most exquisite interiors and the rotten stench of dark cellars. Always these extremes,
nothing in the middle.

Narrator’s voice:

There are many different approaches to the cutting of diamonds. But the basic structure re-mains 
the same: the finished product always has a crown – the upper part of the diamond, and it has a 
pavilion – its lower part. These two main parts are separated by a thin girdle – the surface that en-
circles the connection between the crown and the pavilion. The largest part of the crown is called 
the table, the plane made by its broadest facet. This facet is like a window into which light peeks in 
order to refract and be reflected on the internal facets of the deep pavilion. The smaller facets that 
make up the crown scatter the reflected light and break it down into all the colours of the spectrum 
– thereby explaining the iridescent glare that can sometimes be seen.

The Koh-i-Noor:

- Once, I remember, everything began to change very quickly. I reclined upon velvet in a great
birdcage, inside an immense glass pavilion. People approached me in hushed awe, like envoys
granted an audience with my former owners. I took no notice of the disappointment on their faces.
- Then they put me away in some dark place lit with a great many gas lamps. There were mirrors
all around and the light was so glaring that I almost went blind. I remember be-ing suspended in
the air, as it were, but when touched everything fell into darkness. Then they took me out and hung
me up again. The gas and the light suffocated me so.

* audio piece text

Narrator’s voice:

There are several stages to the working of a diamond: marking, cleaving, sawing, brutiing, cutting 
the faces, grinding and polishing. The marking involves complex study of the stone in order to find 
the way to preserve as much as possible of its volume and weight. In the mark-ing process, the 
lines are determined along which the diamond is to be split or sawn.

Large diamonds are typically split, where deemed necessary. When a diamond is not clean enough 
or has some internal imperfection, for example – this means you can cleave the diamond and end 
up with two or three small but clean gemstones. The cleaving specialist first makes small cuts on 
the stone with another diamond. Then a wedge is inserted into these grooves where the stone is to 
cut and, with one sharp tap of a hammer, the diamond is clo-ven in two. 

The Koh-i-Noor:

- Before the intervention, they sent me off for prolonged examination. They spent a few weeks
looking for something – something with a heart, they said. That was why I didn’t have enough
shine, apparently. I have no idea how all this is intercon-nected.
- I underwent several operations, on the heart, and on my various other innards. They extracted
everything that was superfluous, smoothed the corners, shaped me, and reduced my girth.

Narrator’s voice:

After the diamond has been marked again, it is cut to reveal the base facets. The stone is mounted 
on a holder and lowered in succession onto a cutting disc covered with linseed oil and diamond 
powder – here again, due to its exceptional hardness, the stone is cut with an-other stone.

The Koh-i-Noor:

- Before the first operation, they invited somebody else in to make the first cut. He was an expert
in such procedures. They called him the Iron Sword. It seemed I was something significant for him,
just as I was, so long ago now, to my owners. He made the first incision and left.
- The process of my transformation took several days, but he didn’t live to see its finale. He died
just a couple of days after that initial cut.
- I didn't curse him, though. He died of old age.

Narrator’s voice:

By bruting and turning, the rough workpiece is rounded out and given its basic shape. This process 
is carried out with the help of another stone: the diamonds are rubbed against each other, giving 
the stone under consideration a rounded appearance. The costs involved with diamond processing 
are very high. Rounding out the form can mean losing up to 60% of the original stone. Nothing is 
wasted however – diamond chips go on to be used in the production of other diamonds, as the coat-
ing for the discs of polishing tools.



The next stage is that of the faceting and subsequent polishing. The shapes ultimately given to 
diamonds depend on contemporary fashions. Sometimes square diamonds are in vogue, sometimes 
droplet shapes or ovals. It may happen that, in following the latest fashions (in other words increas-
ing the contemporary value of a diamond), old stones with now-dated cuts are polished to conform 
to a more up-to-date style.

Be that as it may, the most common and classic form is the 57-faceted round diamond (the 58th 
facet being the table). This is a cut to a tried-and-tested formula (though the ideal is con-stantly be-
ing improved) for the depth of the pavilion, perfect symmetry and correct delinea-tion of the facets 
to best enable the stone to find the right play of light and reveal its internal “fire” – that peculiar 
dispersion or refraction of light into the full rainbow spectrum.

The Koh-i-Noor:

- Many of the men who touched me then perished. They say that along with power over the world,
whosoever owns me is likewise granted a dose of its suffering too. But women can possess me
without risk of falling under the curse.
- One such lady didn’t really have much love for me. I reminded her too much per-haps of the
blood through which she had won me. She kept me under glass. And again I remember the long
sequence of lights, darkness, and faces, faces, fac-es...
- Once I saw my former owner. He fell silent for several days when he saw what had become of me
after the operation.
- I was born through splitting and will forever carry within me a slight vibration from the move-
ment of tectonic plates, being gouged out of the bed I had lain in, and from contact with the grind-
ing disc.
- Someone has suggested re-cutting me all over again and sending a chunk of me to every country
I had ever belonged to.

T h e  D r e a m s  o f  P a t i e n t  D . 
Patient D., 47 years old, Caucasian male

Dream 4. 12.01. 2016

This is Patient D.’s eighth visit. The subject has become more talkative and relaxed. He makes jokes 
and is not shy of tears.
The dreams previously mentioned have continued. In Patient D.’s own words, he now dreams about 
“his past life”. His descriptions have a certain Oriental flavour, featuring for-tresses and palaces.
The patient is conscious of his own weight. Quote “I am climbing up a broad staircase. Each step is 
a strain for me; I’m learning how to coordinate my own actions. I feel as if I’ve got four legs.”

These sensations of weight and having four legs may be associated with an uncomfortable sleeping 
position, with a sense of being pressed down by his own body mass, if the patient is lying on his 
stomach. Weight might also be simultaneously connected with thoughts about upcoming decisions 
to be taken, and worries about things from past years. Recently, the pa-tient has been reflecting a 
lot on the past and his own achievements.

Patient D.'s consciousness has chosen an exotic eastern motif in connection with the desire to 
abstract and distance himself from his current preoccupations. The patient may also have had a 
longstanding desire to travel that never met fulfilment.

Continuing, the patient describes spaces in unusual detail. Quote: “I am standing in a large room. 
It’s some kind of pavilion, very bright – light is streaming through the windows, but very finely, 
since the windows are covered with marble carved screens. White, Oriental screens with intricate 
floral patterns. I see pink dust floating in the pillars of light created. The walls of the pavilion are 
pink. I hear the echoing sounds of the steps of my guard or retinue. I fill 70% of the space. I sense 
how close the walls and windows press upon me, and even the ceiling if I raise my trunk.”

The patient’s description may also be associated with his physical condition during sleep. Perhaps 
the room is poorly ventilated, stuffy, impeding his breathing (the visualisation of dust indicates the 
physical sensation of stale air – a shortness of breath). Respiration is also indi-cated through the 
sensation of having a trunk, an unusual way for a human being to take in air. The cramped nature 
of the “large room” also speaks of the troubled psychological state of the patient.

Going further, the patient continues his description, likewise revealing his internal anxiety. Quote: 
“At some point, I begin to notice how the pink dust in the air began to move. Like a gust of wind, it 
rushes at speed into one or another corner of the pavilion. I see in slow motion how some particles, 
seemingly enlarged, take on the attributes of human faces. Faces of ex-treme derision, I should add. 
The dust is laughing at me. But then, at some point, I see this laughter turn to tears. ”

The fact that “the dust is laughing and crying” over the patient also tells us about his instabil-ity, 
self-condemnation and self-humiliation. Perhaps because of the crisis he has found him-self in, the 
patient is also unable to forgive himself for the situation that has been brought about.

The dream continues: “I notice a man in the corner of the room, a courtier in baggy green trousers; 
this is my adviser, the Prime Minister’s right hand man. He is whispering something in the corner 
of the room. He doesn’t see me, despite my size. I turn around and see a man in secular, Western 
clothes in another corner. He is presses his ear to another corner and watching me in fear. I feel 
my power over him. I feel the danger and the fact that I am bigger than this person. I could easily 
crush him. I begin to stir."

The duality of East and West in Patient D.’s a dream testifies to his inner turmoil over his own iden-
tity. Perhaps his upcoming divorce is also finding echoes here. Interestingly, D. feels that danger 
is coming from a "Western man." D. senses a conspiracy. A mildly paranoid state is normal for his 
current situation. Again, the fact that “Easternness” is something less hostile suggests the patient's 
foiled dreams of discovering new lands. As we know, D. has never once stepped beyond the borders 
of his country.



Dream 1. 23.10.2015 
This is the fifth visit of Patient D. He is relaxed, but still sceptical and often withdraws into himself.

Description of the dream: 
 “I'm at some kind of aristocratic party. Everyone looks very wealthy and at the same time some-
how old-fashioned, as if taken from a 19th-century photograph. We dance with a charming lady, 
but then she disappears. Everything is opaque to me, I struggle to see what is happening. I don’t 
understand people's speech, though I do pick out a few words. We are drinking champagne with 
some people. There is a feeling that we’re waiting for someone.”

D.'s inability to see a clear picture in his dream points to his concern for the future. D.'s con-sci-
ousness cannot “place himself” in a conscious context, although the patient recalled during the 
interview that he had been at his uncle’s birthday party the week before. The aristocratic aspect of 
what is happening also indicates something "unattainable". Misunderstanding speech and a sense 
of expectation suggests that D. “does not belong” in this situation  (his present), and it is as if he is 
distancing himself, making himself an observer of events, but one with poor eyesight.

“I walk around the space, it’s very bright, with lights and candelabra all around, but I still can’t 
make out the people, everything is in a haze.”

D.'s consciousness is trying to shed some light on the context, but is still resisting the possibil-ity 
of looking at the “future”.

“A couple comes up to me, a man and a woman. Both are bigger than me. A diamond gleams on the 
lady's chest. “Do you remember this?”, the man asks. I look at the stone and start to cry. I am struck 
dumb and cannot answer the man. “Such beautiful eyes shouldn’t cry,” the woman tells me, and she 
leads me into a room.”

The couple most likely symbolises D.'s parents. The appeal made to the patient is also pater-nalistic 
in nature. According to D., his parents have long since broken off any connection with him, but it 
is clear from the dream that the patient needs them, as he did in childhood. The diamond prompts 
negative emotions in the patient, feelings of frustration. Perhaps D.'s con-sciousness has embodied 
his childhood in the diamond.

“We sit down on the bed, she strokes my hand and says something, but I don’t understand her. I 
still have great difficulty in seeing anything properly, save the diamond on her chest. I look in the 
mirror hanging opposite me. I have short hair. I can see myself very well. I am about 17 years old 
and have dark skin. The next moment, my hair begins to grow rapidly. It grows and grows with 
great speed. I have a beard which is growing too. I see my face framed in thick black hair and a 
beard and I am starting to grow up. Not growing old, just to adulthood. I wake up, so as not to die.”

The image of his mother takes D. away and tries to console him. But D. is still suffering from the 
separation. D. now sees clearly for the first time, but what he sees is an image of himself. At the 
same time, the patient is not describing himself, but some alter ego – a dark-skinned young man. 
This is another detached image on which D. fixes his anxieties. The continued hair growth and the 
fear of growing up / dying forces his subconscious to finally cast down his fear, but his conscious-
ness prevents him from doing so and wakes him from the dream.

Dream 3. 11.12.2015

“I'm in a ground-floor room, through the window I can see it is raining, on a bright summer’s day. 
Someone is tapping on the window. I can’t get up, but the tapping continues. I go to the window. 
A woman is standing outside; she is a relative, either my mother or grandmother. Some children, 
teenagers, are laughing at her, throwing stones at her. I shout at them, but they keep on taunt-
ing her. Then I step through the window and myself become this woman. I want to get away from 
there, I set off, but they’re catching up with me – now they’ve turned into soldiers, they grab hold of 
me, I’m scared, but I know that I am me, and they’re holding the body of this woman.

I'm in a dungeon. I'm thirsty. They caught me, but I know that, in me, I have something inde-
scribable, as though something big and important belongs to me and this “I have / in me” gives me 
strength and confidence. I don’t give up.

They come again. They put me in shackles and mock me, but I start growing, I grow and swell, the 
chains on my arms and legs burst open, I turn into an elephant and the whole pris-on collapses 
around me like a house of cards. I straighten my shoulders and walk through an English park. I am 
a big, free elephant-woman, but I notice that I’ve lost what was so big in me. And I begin to weep 
bitterly, sobbing my heart out, and I wake up in tears."

 (the psychoanalyst’s notes are illegible) ***

T a l k i n g  W a l l s

The Tomb 
At my base lies the Shah's favourite concubine. She smiled upon the wrong man; they buried her 
alive. But then the Shah’s son came to power and erected me on the site of her grave – a stately 
marble hexagon of a mausoleum. He etched his remorse into stone.
A bazaar imperceptibly gathered into being around me.
Then I became the residence of an Italian general. Engaged in trade, he supplied the Maha-raja’s 
army with woollen cloth and gunpowder.
For one brief period I became an Anglican church and strove to amplify the voices of Christmas 
choirs with the height and roundness of my walls.
Today, officially speaking, I am a civil service institution, and in particular an archive of state pa-
pers and records. I remain the keeper of the unknown.

The Summer Palace 
Everyone gets lost in me. It was planned that way. Few knew of my existence. My elephant-thick 
walls kept me cool. The windows that narrow towards the exterior let in cold air from the river, but 
did not let it out. The corridors uttered not a word, and whatever was whispered in one corner of the 
hall could be heard in the other. I myself was a secret. The frescoes alone saw and knew everything.
Then they were plastered over, silenced for an age. They rebuilt me, carved archways in me. But 
still they continued to lie snug in my coolness.
Then the whitewashing began. I was plastered, cleaned out and aired. And for an extended period 
they began storing weapons and ammunition in me.
But my corridors were still silent, and only drove out the cold air in the hours of darkness.



The Hammam 
Holding me together is a mixture of a little lentil, egg yolk and shell, rice husks, powdered marble, 
limestone, mud, water, and a little dhal. I warm you up. Those who came from afar would have need 
of eight hot and eight cold baths. The running water never stopped to serve the needs of men, and 
occasionally women. Their bliss and tranquillity were guarde by the flower-faces of those who had 
crafted these walls – silently watching over the bathers through my frescoes, from the gardens of 
another world.
Then they painted me yellow. And after that, white. I became a hospital. I became an office. 
I became a guesthouse. I became an archaeological museum and a spice warehouse. I be-came an 
architectural monument. I have been many things, but now I'm just an empty shell, full to bursting 
with my own history.

The Mosque 
I am truly exquisite. I am an open courtyard, people flow to me in streams; they exchange news 
and draw closer to the eternal. My painted honeycomb-carved ceilings, my ceramic mosaics, 
murals and inscriptions – everything brings you closer to the eternal. I am a sunny fountain and 
cool arches. My four perimeter towers lean outwards, so as not to fall into my courtyard in case of 
an earthquake. They incline by 2-3 degrees, so the scientists say, which increases by 0.01 degrees 
every year. If left to shift at such a rate, the towers will simply fall by themselves in 19 years’ time. 
“All things on Earthly must crumble”, says an inscription on one of my towers. And “what Allah 
wills remains”, says another.

R e p o r t s  t o  t h e  S h a h  f r o m  t h e  M a h a l d a r  H a m i d a  B a n u

Fifty-sixth report of the Mahaldar Hamida Banu
According to the latest report from the harem servants and custodians, there has been no fall off 
in cases of petty bribery. Several concubines continue to bribe the servants and eunuchs to deliver 
extended reports and requests to the treasury.

On the Prince’s stay in the palace
The Prince, who has gone on a ten-day trip, is away, though reports from his private cham-bers 
state that he was supposed to return three days ago.

Seventy-ninth report of the Mahaldar Hamida Banu
Inventory compiled during the last inspection of the second rank concubines’ quarters:

● gold mirrors (check origin) – 3 items
● cuts of red silk – 2 skeins
● cuts of blue silk – 4 skeins
● cuts of brocade (gold embroidered) – 1 skein
● parrots – 2 items
● gold jewellery set with rubies – 15 pieces (pendants, rings, bracelets; the rubies are the size of
chickpeas and small peas)
● strings of pearls – 6-7 per concubine (the pearls are the size of small peas)
Some personal notes were also discovered during the inspection (their ownership is being estab-
lished). Entries are attached:

First note
To order:
 one masha of henna, betel leaves (two bunches),  kajal and a tube for it, surma sticks for dying 
(4 items), two masha of missi, “running water” muslin (ab-i-rawan) and “woven air” muslin (daft 
hawa) (3 cuts each), silk threads (for lace work), gold thread (one skein).

Second note
They say he has 15 thousand women in his harem. Whenever he heard of some especially beautiful 
maiden he wouldn’t desist until he possessed her. I heard he is always hot, and likes to lie in a pool 
of ice water. Once he got drunk and lay with his face down for so long. He was pulled out by the 
eunuch, by his hair. When he found out he was furious, and had his hands chopped off. And then he 
ended up doing the same again and choked.

Third note
two bunches of betel leaves, 2 masha of henna, 2 masha of missi, bottles of rose water, san-dalwood 
paste.
The red sandalwood has such a curious smell. Like goat’s piss.

Fourth note
The doctor came. He tied a thread around my wrist, held it with his fingers, and counted. The thread 
was trembling. He wrote something on a piece of paper and left. Maybe I am al-ready...

Fifth note
Tonight, the mistress left a tub of rose petals to heat over the fire. A sweet scent filled the en-tire 
garden. Everyone started walking like they were drunk.

Fifth note
Agnuma Begum has quarrelled with the treasurer again.

Sixth note
Today, Narsia Begum was out hunting with the Shah. She saw a lot of deer. They say he set up a 
park specifically for deer.

You have to decide what to do about these notes yourself

Eighty-fourth report of the Mahaldar Hamida Banu
One of the chroniclers of Lahore has delivered a message stating that, closer to the month of Tir, 
ten people left the city heading for Eminabad, twelve kos from the capital. When a heavy hot wind 
arose, they took shelter under a tree. At the same time, they were assailed by a powerful whirlwind, 
so scorching and frantic that they became feverish, and nine of them died right there and then. The 
tenth survivor was sick for a long time and only regained his health after passing through consider-
able suffering. All the birds around this tree fell down to the ground, lifeless. The weather became 
so deadly that wild animals began to drop dead in the fields where they stood.



Ninety-ninth report of the Mahaldar Hamida Banu
Today, not long after the midday meal, the Prince in my presence took my writing instru-ments and 
book of memoranda, where I write down my reports. He was accompanied by his concubines and 
retired with them to his private chambers, which I am not permitted to enter. He stayed there until 
the evening meal, thereby preventing me from recording what was happening. I implore you to 
speak with the Prince, as he is violating my duties.
The prince refused to obey your will and left the palace. For reminding him of your com-mand, 
he behaved badly with me.

Letter of appreciation from the Mahaldar Hamida Banu
My Lord, I wish to thank you once again for the monetary reward and the public apology made 
by the Prince. I swear that I will continue to serve as your eyes and ears and that all subsequent 
generations of my kind will be the eyes and ears of your descendants.

Interruption phrases 

Shhhh... Listen
Look up
Look here
Close your eyes
Can you hear a heartbeat?
Who does this belong to?
Hey! Come here
Come closer
Stay there!
Don’t come any closer!
Turn around, you hear?
You feel it? It’s cold.
Do you hear? They’ve come
I feel you
I know you
Do you know? Or then again…
No one will hear
They’re speaking




